Stirring Hendrickson performance brings
new heights to 'The Diary of Anne Frank' at
Geva
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During the
experience is immersive from the start. In a
Holocaust, there
two-tiered attic designed by Bill Clarke, we
was one small
voice that
illustrated a daily
life cut short.
Her name was
Anna Lentz as Anne Frank. (Photo:
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Anne Frank, she
kept a diary, and
in her letters
addressed to “Kitty,” she revealed her own
teenage angst and surges of endless optimism
while hiding from the Nazis with her Jewish
family in an Amsterdam loft.
Geva’s The Diary of Anne Frank, coproduced with Arizona Theatre Company,
doesn’t try to recreate the past but brings it to
Anna Lentz as Anne and Steve Hendrickson as Otto
life in a way that embraces morals,
Frank. (Photo: Ron Heerkens Jr // Goat Factory )
stereotypes, ideals, fears and
aspirations, offering an oral history that
“live” with eight individuals — the Franks,
clings to our memories like scar tissue and
the Van Daan family and a dentist — in a
speaks for all those who are no longer among
shared space that leaves no room for privacy
us.
and creates an almost overbearing
This play doesn’t have a happy ending, but
claustrophobic sense of confinement.
under the poignant direction of David Ira
Amid World War II radio broadcasts and
Goldstein, the deeply engaging production
continuous air raids, the group’s outside
will surely be a source for educational and
world understandably
community discussions
turns inward. Tempers
during its run at the
What brings this play to new heights is the
fray, hearts break and a
Wilson Stage through
dignified, restrained performance by Steve
precocious 13-year-old
March 18.
Hendrickson as Otto Frank, the glue to
diarist records the
In Wendy Kessleman’s keeping the household intact. His stirring
moment-by-moment
new adaptation
monologue almost seems surreal when he
details of people who
originated by Frances
revisits the attic after the war and describes
can never leave the
Goodrich and Albert
the capture and fate of its inhabitants.
premises.
Hackett, the
Perky, witty and
foreshadowing

can do no wrong”
sibling, she is no
second fiddle to Anne
despite her persona of
nerdiness. A difficult
role to play, she nails
it with quiet dignity.
Kit Prelewitz as Miep
Gies and Dick St.
George as Mr. Kraler
add a measure of
hope as the unsung
heroes supplying the
families with food
and supplies while
facing potential
execution if caught by
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the Nazis for
sheltering Jews.\
acerbic, Anna Lentz delightfully embodies
What brings this play to new heights is the
the role of Anne Frank in a complex
dignified, restrained performance by Steve
portrayal of a teenage girl who quickly
Hendrickson as Otto Frank, the glue to
becomes known for her displays of
keeping the household intact. His stirring
intelligence, pent-up peevishness for her
monologue almost seems surreal when he
mother, and emerging sexuality complicated
revisits the attic after the war and describes
by romantic fantasies about “being
the capture and fate of its inhabitants.
understood.”
With a deep heaviness that tugs at the heart,
The acting is distinguished with rich
he reveals what we already knew: He is the
performances from Ann Arvia and John G.
only survivor. The families were on one of
Preston as the struggling and argumentative
the last death trains to leave Holland, just a
Van Daans, an endearing Gus Cuddy as their
few months short of liberation by the Allies.
son Peter, and Michael Santo as Mr. Dussel,
A curtain of silence follows, we shed a tear
the grumpy dentist with an extreme dislike
or two and the clapping begins, not too loud,
for the household cat.
not too soft — just a sign of respect for a
Naama Potok, who portrays Anne’s mother,
grieving man and his beloved daughter who
Edith, is an engaging constant in the
once said, “I want to be useful or bring
show, managing to show her unstinting love
enjoyment to all people, even those I’ve
for her daughter and also her exasperation at
never met. I want to go on living even after
such close coexistence with the teenage
my death.”
psyche.
Although Devon Prokopek, who plays
Anne’s sister, Margot, is projected as the “I

